
Clues

Across

1   One that sticks around looking gloomy (8)
5   Estate car’s right-hand side gets clipped (6)
9   Leading home network provider coming round this
  month (8)
10   Left musical without seeing finale by tenor (6)
11   Exhibit behind screens starts to reveal royal lives (8)
12  Journalist loses heart from stress (6)
14  River engulfing valley after current flowed (10)
18   The lads run wild! (10)
22 National service enriches apathetic adolescents’ 
  training to begin with (6)
23 Host passing fancy retreat (8)
24 Drives round bend when cycling (6)
25 How one might describe Amundsen’s arrival at the 

South Pole? (8)
26 Criminal under arrest giving away almost 
  everything (6)
 27 Football’s governing body meets new head of state 

about country hosting league (8)

Instructions
The solutions for one lot of clues have a common theme, not 
further defined. All other clues contain a letter to be 
disregarded in order to reach their solutions. In clue order, 
these discarded letters spell out the theme of the first lot 
of solutions.

Deadline for entries is 23:59 GMT on Saturday 3 August 
2019. You need to register once and then sign in to 
theguardian.com to enter our online competition for a 
£100 monthly prize.

Genius  no. 193 – set by Jack 

Down

1   Alien man’s leg is a source of light (6)
2   Stop producing rehearsal after first half droops 
           completely (3,3)
3   Divine right finally beaten by northerners (6)
4   Aide loiters around leaders (10)
6   Tissue’s wrongly diagnosed after black part of lung is  

removed (8)
7   Hip stylist’s lending charlady clothes with style and 
         grace (8)
8   Uranium ore lit unusual reactor below the surface (8)
13   Historic document promoted cause of abstract artist to            

preserve school (5,5)
15   Top brass repeatedly involved with liquidator (8)
16    Reset plastic surrounding shower screen (8)
17     Avoid gauche volunteers meeting chief in advance (3,5)
 19  Unmarried woman that raised triplets maddens 
           nurses (6)
20  Neighbour lied to judge in a murder case (6)
21     Mutant strains in part of insect’s development (6)


